Abstract
Introduction
With the astounding growth of videos on the Internet (such as YouTube [24] ), organizing videos into categories is of paramount importance for improving user experience and website monetization. As much as its importance, webbased video classification poses serious challenges to computer vision researchers [25] . The difficulties are multifold, including large data diversity within a category [25] , lack of manually labeled video data, and degradation of quality in some videos. The paper aims to tackle these issues.
A taxonomy is a tree of categories. Taxonomic classification is to categorize videos according to a pre-defined taxonomy. In contrast to the 11 YouTube categories used in [25] , a taxonomy can include hundreds of categories. Taxonomic classification has attracted much attention in text documents classification [14, 10, 21, 2] , and is emerging for image categorization [3] . However, there hasn't much work done on video classification. We postulate that one main reason is the lack of labeled training data. Compared to text-documents and images, video labeling requires more man hours, which makes it harder to obtain properly labeled video data, let alone for hundreds of categories in a taxonomy. On the other hand, there are plenty of labeled web-documents, e.g., through projects like Open Directory Project [14] . A good amount of images are collecting in ImageNet [3] . Then is it possible to take advantage of labeled text-documents and/or images to facilitate taxonomic video classification? Another challenge is that video quality may be degraded for Internet videos [24, 25] . However, those videos often have other information available, such as title, description, keywords, and associated search queries, which may not be available for consumer videos and surveillance videos. This inspires us to use different features and approaches for web video classification. How can we take advantage of the new information? How do we deploy the video-content-based audio/visual features in the mean time?
In an attempt to address these questions, a novel scheme is proposed to adapt classifiers trained on web-documents to video domain. For each video on YouTube, there are text-based information such as title, description, keywords, etc. However they are usually short, and have different characteristics from regular web-documents. We propose to use AdaBoost [6, 17] to adapt taxonomic classifiers trained from labeled web-documents to videos. This scheme also provides a natural way to deploy video-content-based au-depth   1  2  3  4  5  total  num of nodes 27 274 583 140 12 1037   Table 1 . Number of nodes (categories) at different depth levels in the taxonomy. The last column gives the total number of nodes.
dio/visual features in addition to the text-based classifiers. Various audio/visual features can be experimented.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first in adapting classifiers from web-documents to video domain, and is the first effort in classifying video into taxonomy of this scale (with hundreds of categories) using both textbased signal and video-content based features. Existing domain transfer work [4, 23] on videos are mainly transferring concepts (e.g. from "outdoor" videos to "office" videos) within the video domain.
The main contributions of this paper include the following. 1) A large scale video taxonomic classification system is presented, where the category taxonomic structure is utilized in training and evaluation; 2) To deal with the lack of labeled video data and take advantage of readily available labeled web-documents, a novel scheme is proposed to adapt web-documents trained taxonomic classifiers to video domain; 3) Video-content-based audio/visual features are integrated naturally with text-based features to gain power in the case of degradation of one type of features; 4) Various content-based features are experimented for effective video taxonomic classification.
Related work
The idea of using text with image features has been used in general video understanding [8, 20] . More recently, it is applied to video classification under multimodal framework [7, 16] . The existing works are limited to specific domains (e.g. [7] is on news video classification) or on a limited number of top level categories. Though sharing some spirits with [7] , the way we adapt web-text classifiers to video domain is novel. It also provides a new scheme to combine text-based features with video content based features.
In [18, 25] , video content based features are used to classify videos into top-level YouTube categories, and the reported classification results are not satisfying for practical deployment.
Overview
The taxonomy we use is similar to a subset of categories in Open Directory Project ( [14] ). Table 1 shows the statistics of the taxonomy. As shown in Figure 1 , depth is defined as distance from the root.
Video taxonomic classification is to assign one or more categories in the taxonomy to a video. It is a multi-class and multi-label classification problem with hierarchical relationships between nodes (categories). In our approach, a classifier is trained independently for each node. Similarly, each classifier is applied independently to a video when doing classification. One reason for applying each classifier independently is that a video can have multiple labels, so it is not necessary to select one label against another. The hierarchical structure is deployed for generating training data, and for interpreting classification results.
For each node in the taxonomy, we have a pre-trained text-based classifier from labeled web documents. For categories without enough labeled video data (if there are any labeled video data at all), the original text-based classifier is used. For categories with enough labeled video data, we want to adapt the original pre-trained classifiers to video domain, and to integrate with video-content-based features. The next section explains these steps in detail.
Learning for video taxonomic classification

Use hierarchical structure of the taxonomy in training
The hierarchical structure of the taxonomy is used to generate training data for each category. In the document/video labeling process, a labeler is instructed to choose the deepest possible label in the taxonomy. A "hierarchical one-against-all" strategy is used for training each category in the taxonomy. Let C denote the set of all the K categories in the taxonomy, C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C K }, where C i is one category in the taxonomy. For a category C ∈ C, let A(C) ⊂ C be the set of ancestors, and D(C) ⊂ C be the set of descendants. Category C is excluded from A(C) or D(C). Let X denote the set of N labeled samples, X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N }, where x j is one labeled sample. L(x j ) ⊂ C is the set of labels for sample x j . Then, for a category C, the positive training set P os(C) and negative training set N eg(C) are defined as:
where φ is an empty set. Therefore, for each category, positive examples are all the videos labeled as either the category itself or one of its descendant categories. If a video has multiple labels, it is counted as a positive example for each category in its label set, and their ancestor categories. Negative examples consist of those videos which are not positive for the category itself and its ancestor categories. For each category, a classifier is trained using its positive and negative examples. This strategy applies to the training processes throughout this paper. Taxonomy information is therefore embodied in classifiers through positive and negative training examples. This yields significant improvement over without using taxonomic structure.
Adaption from text documents to videos
The pre-trained text-based taxonomic classifiers include a classifier for each category in the taxonomy, trained by linear SVM (support vector machine) using labeled webbased text documents. In order to apply these classifiers to video domain, we propose the following domain adaption scheme. Each classifier in the pre-trained text-based classifiers is treated as a candidate "weak classifier" for video domain, and AdaBoost [6, 17] training is used to combine these "weak classifiers" into "strong classifiers" using labeled video data. In implementation, the K (K is the number of categories in the taxonomy) pre-trained classifiers are applied to each video so that a K-dimensional vector is obtained for each video, with one score from each pre-trained classifier. Values from this K-dimensional vector are then treated as candidate features/weak classifiers for AdaBoost. For each category with "enough" training data, a new AdaBoost classifier is learned. Decision stumps are used as weak classifiers. For a video x, the output of adapted classifier H C (x) for category C is given by,
whereĥ m (x) is the score from the pre-trained (linear SVM) classifier for category m ∈ C. M C is a subset of C. M C , α m , and t m are selected/learned by AdaBoost using labeled videos for category C.
Text-based features for videos have different characteristics from those for web-based text documents. Therefore domain adaption is needed, which is verified in the experiments. One may also wonder, instead of domain adaption from pre-trained classifiers, can we use the text features extracted from videos directly to train a classifier? We postulate that domain adaption is superior. The main reason is that the number of labeled videos is often much less than the number of labeled web text documents. Applying the pretrained text classifiers serves as one more layer of feature extraction. It is known [19] that effective feature selection can possibly significantly reduce model dimensions without impeding the performance of the learning algorithm, and even gain in generalization power by filtering irrelevant features. It is especially important when the number of training samples is small. These arguments are validated in experiments.
Integration of content-based features
We want to utilize video content-based features to improve classification performance. The domain adaption scheme described in section 3.2 provides a natural way to integrate content-based features and text-based classification results. The diagram in Figure 2 depicts A content-based feature vector (as described in section 4.2) is extracted for each video, and is concatenated with the K-dimensional feature vector from the pre-trained classifiers (section 3.2). Values in this concatenated vector are used as candidate features/weak classifiers for AdaBoost training. The final classifier is similar to equation (2), with the candidates forĥ m (x) extended to features from contentbased feature extraction plus scores from the pre-trained classifiers.
Compared to concatenating content-based features directly with raw text features (instead of scores from pretrained text-classifiers), the proposed method is advantageous. As argued in section 3.2 and validated in experiments (section 5.3), classification scores from pre-trained classifiers serve as more effective features than the raw text features. Moreover, the proposed method gives flexibility in using different types of classifiers for text-based features and content-based features. For example, linear SVM is used for the pre-trained text-based classifiers, and AdaBoost is used for content-based features and combining the content-based features with scores from pre-trained text classifiers. 
Feature extraction
Text-based feature extraction
Content-based feature extraction
Two types of global feature representations are used. The first type is to accumulate histograms across a video. The second is to use moments from time series multi-scale analysis.
Accumulated histogram across a video
"Histogram of local features" uses this scheme to generate global features for a video.
Histogram of local features. Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) filters are exploited to detect interest points in each image frame (or at a certain down-sampling rate). For local descriptors, similar to SIFT [11] , we compute 118 dimension Gabor wavelet texture features on the local region. These local descriptors are quantized according to a codebook. Histograms of codewords are accumulated across video frames to be used as features. The code-book is built by hierarchical k-means [13] . The size of the codebook is twenty thousand.
Moments from multi-scale analysis
The second type is to get feature values for each frame (or at a certain down-sampling rate), and corresponding feature values across frames form time series. Each feature corresponds to one time series. 1D Haar wavelet transform is applied to the time series at 8 scales, and moments (maximum, minimum, mean and variance) of the wavelet coefficients are used as features. The following content-based features use this scheme to generate global feature representation for a video.
Color histogram. A color histogram is computed using hue and saturation (4 by 4 bins) in HSV color space. Moreover, the mean and variance for each color channel are computed. Difference of the channel mean between center (a manually defined rectangle) and boundary areas of a video frame is also computed.
Edge features. Edges are detected by Canny edge detection [1] . The following edge features are computed: fraction of edge pixels, edge direction histogram, and the mean edge energy for pixels.
Histogram of textons. Texton histogram is computed as in [9] . The texton vocabulary is built by hierarchical kmeans [13] . The vocabulary size is 1000.
Face features. Faces are detected by an extension of AdaBoost classifier [22] . The following face features are extracted: the number of faces and the ratio of largest face area to the image area.
Color motion feature and shot boundary feature. Color motion is measured by the Cosine distance of the color histograms of two consecutive frames. Shot boundary feature is a Boolean feature for each frame, indicating whether the frame is a shot boundary or not. A shot boundary detection algorithm similar to [26] is applied.
Audio Features. Audio features include the audio volume and coefficients of a 32-bin audio spectrogram [15] computed on a window around the video frame.
Experiments
Experiments are performed to verify arguments from previous sections, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithms.
Data
We use the taxonomy described in section 2. As described in 3.1, we use the deepest possible label along the path and allow multiple labels. Labels for 5789 videos are collected, resulting in 9087 labels. Table 2 shows how these labels distributed in different depths of the taxonomy. Table 2 . Number of labels for manually labeled videos at different depth levels in the taxonomy.
These labels covers 565 categories. However, as these videos are selected from YouTube by popularity(view count), the distribution across categories is not uniform. Figure 3 shows the number of videos belonging to each Depth 1 category, including videos from its descendant categories (equation (1) In the following experiments, these labeled video data are randomly split into two disjoint parts: 80 percent of 
Evaluation Measurements
As described in section 3, a classifier is learned for each category. In evaluation, these classifiers are applied to each video, and decisions are made for each category. Multiple categories (labels) can be assigned to a video. For a video x, letL (x) denote the set of computed labels from the classifiers, and L(x) denote the set of ground truth labels. If C is a Depth-d category, a video x is true positive (TP) for category C if C ∈ {Depth-d ancestors ofL (x)} and C ∈ {Depth-d ancestors of L(x)}; x is false positive (FP) for category C if C ∈ {Depth-d ancestors ofL (x)} but C ∈ {Depth-d ancestors of L(x)}. A Depth-d ancestor of a category (label) is the Depth-d node (if it exists) in the path from the root to the category (including the category itself). True negative (TN) and false negative (FN) are defined accordingly. Precision (P) and recall (R) for a category are computed in the usual way, P = T P/(T P + F P ) and R = T P/(T P + F N). F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, F = 2P R/(P + R).
Adaption to video domain and content-based feature integration
We have text-based classifiers trained via linear support vector machine ( [5] ) using 215,446 manually labeled webbased text documents, where the positive and negative example definitions as in section 3.1 are used in training. For brevity, we call these pre-trained text-based classifiers the "web-classifiers". To achieve effective video classification, algorithms in sections 3.2 and 3.3 are applied to categories with more than 40 positive examples. 40 is a semi-arbitrary choice here. Table 3 shows classification results on sample videos in Figure 4 . For a video, if multiple labels are returned, only the deepest label along a path is displayed. For example, if both "/Arts & Entertainment" and "/Arts & Entertainment/Movies/Movie Reference/Movie Reviews & Previews" are returned from the classifiers, only "/Arts & Entertainment/Movies/Movie Reference/Movie Reviews & Previews" is shown in the table. This is consistent with our evaluation methods. Figure 5 gives the performance by F-scores vs. different taxonomy depth levels. At each depth level, the average F-score for all the categories belonging to the level is computed. Figure 5 Table 3 . Ground truth labels and classification results for sample videos in Figure 4 . Each row corresponds to one video. The second column gives ground truth labels; the third column: results from classifiers trained using only content-based features; the fourth column: results from adapting web-classifiers to video domain; the fifth column: results from adapting web-classifiers to video domain and integrating with content-based features.
solid line (with x) is from classifiers trained using text features of labeled videos; magenta dotted line (with +) is from classifiers trained using video content-based features; green dash-dot lines (with triangles) are results of direct application of web-classifiers. From these curves, we can conclude that adapting web-classifiers to the video domain and with video content-based features works the best. 
Analysis of content based features
How useful are the video content based features? From Figure 5 (a), F-score improvement of "adaption + content" over "adapting web-classifiers to video domain" is 1%, 2%, 3%, and 5% for depth 1, 2, 3, 4 categories, respectively. This improvement is desirable for a large scale system. Content-based features are important for videos with no text or noisy text or not-enough text information. For the video in Figure 4 (a), "Adaption + content" gives better results than "Adaption only" (Table 3 ) because content features pick up the "/News/Sports News" category. Various categories of content based features are described in section 4. Here we explore how much these features contribute to the classifiers. AdaBoost classifiers similar to equation (2) are used for adapting the web-classifiers to video domain and integrating with content-based features. One measurement of contribution of a feature type is the sum of stump-weights (α m in equation (2)) of features selected from the feature type. Figure 7 shows the sum of stump-weights from classifiers vs. different types of features. Figure 7(a) is from "adaption + content-based features" classifiers; Figure 7 (b) is from classifiers trained only using video content based features. The feature types are labeled along x-axis. "Web" is scores from the pretrained web-classifiers, "SIFT" is "Histogram of local features", and the correspondence of the rest is directly from feature type names as in section 4.2.
Among visual features, "Histogram of local features", "Histogram of textons", and "Color histogram" contribute more to the classifiers than "Face features" and "Color motion feature and shot boundary feature". 
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents a large scale video taxonomic classification system, which utilizes the category taxonomic structure in training and in interpreting the classification results. To take advantage of the available text information from videos on the Internet and to compensate for the lack of labeled video training data, a novel scheme is proposed to adapt the web-classifiers to video domain. Video content based features are integrated with text features to gain power in the case of degradation of one type of features.
Experiments show that the proposed algorithms generate significant performance improvement over the original text classifiers, and over the classifiers trained from using videocontent based features. The performance has reached a satisfactory level for practical deployment.
We don't attempt to claim that we have solved the problem. However, our work sheds lights on the future directions. For example, another way to deal with the lack of training data is to use semi-supervised learning techniques [27] . Our approach is orthogonal to that. Combining our approach with semi-supervised learning methods can potentially gain more power in video classification.
Taxonomic structure is used to generate positive and negative examples. Taxonomy information is therefore embodied in classifiers via training data. This yields significant improvement over without using taxonomic structure. It may be worth exploring other uses of taxonomic structure (e.g. [2] ) in future work.
Our work opens the path to use data from other domains to facilitate video classification. An algorithm for using labeled web-based text documents is presented in this paper. How to use data from image domain for video classification is an interesting topic to explore.
